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EDITORIAL NOTE 

This journal proudly presents its second special issue, this time on 
Chalcogeno Heterocumulenes. Under the able helmsmanship of Carl 
Th. Pedersen, himself an active player in this field, nine distinguished 
researchers from three continents (touching our previous record) share 
with us their views and experiences in a truly interdisciplinary and timely 
area of endeavor which no doubt will inspire further, more or less 
closely related, work where the interplay between equally sophisti- 
cated theory and experimentation will lead to a degree of control and 
understanding which earlier generations of chemists could hardly even 
dream of. 

Future special issues will hopefully match their distinguished pre- 
decessors by the rigor and timeliness seen so far. 

Potential guest editors are cordially invited to submit their ideas and 
suggestions for peer review and speedy realization in Sulfur Reports. 

Alexander Senning 
Editor 
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